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Now available on MacOS (note: dedicated graphics card is *highly recommended* for the best experience)

“Stories Untold” is a narrative-driven experimental adventure game, that bends the genre into something completely unique.
Combining a mix of classic text-adventure, point-and-click and more, 4 short stories are packaged together into a single

mysterious anthology that has been described as “a fantastic, fascinating example of interactive visual storytelling” (Telegraph
5/5) and earning widespread critical acclaim since release.

The game pulls together 80s retro nostalgia, innovative and experimental genre-defying gameplay, and tense, phycological
horror to create “one of the most fascinating and unique tales you can play this year” (GameSpew 9/10).

The first Episode “The House Abandon” is now available for free via a demo, to give you a glimpse of what is in store in the full
game.

“Stories Untold” was developed by No Code, a Glasgow based ex-AAA development team headed up by Jon McKellan (Alien:
Isolation) and Omar Khan.

Features:
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-Four unique stories, with their own settings, gameplay and mechanics.
-Play mind-bending text adventures, process radio transmissions and conduct experiments on bizarre artifacts

-Gorgeous retro-aesthetic brings back vivid memories, or a glimpse into what was.
-Sublime synth-wave horror soundtrack, inspired by 80s horror soundtracks.

-Achievements to unlock, and narrative secrets to discover
-Genre-hopping: from psychological horror, to tense mystery and terrifying sci-fi; Stories Untold is truly “4 stories, 1

nightmare”.
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Title: Stories Untold
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
No Code
Publisher:
Devolver Digital
Release Date: 27 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Mac OS X 10.9.5 or later

Processor: Intel Core™ i5-4570S

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT 750 or similar

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Lights Off, Headphones On

English
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only ever buy this for a dollar, seems incomplete. So many crashes that the game isn't fun anymore.. This game is very "dark
web."

Aside from the occasionally jarring questions and a surprising FMV sequence, the game doesn't have much to offer outside of
shock value, but I appreciate the experience nonetheless.. Good game with good story line ! Loved this game and fun to play .
Good luck with the future games !. I love runners. But definitely not this one. Unresponsive controls (mouse controls feels better
somehow), lazy level design. Jump key often does not work, most of the obstacles are barely visible or not visible at all. Beat the
game (50 levels) and didn't even feel that masochistic pleasure which often happens with such games. Also somehow lagging on
a very good PC although almost not showing framerate drops in steam overlay. Also runs only in a window so technicaly support
any monitor resolution but of course it's just a picture stretching. Very disappointing.. It's a great simulation game, but it gets
boring very quick and it needs a better tutorial for non basketball players!. I'm pretty sure the servers aren't functional now
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A solid choice if you like fantasy and military CYOA games.. This is the game I keep coming back to. The future of VR is local
coop with one person in VR and this does this perfectly with little instructions needed. A must have.. Absolutely nailed the
atmosphere. I shouted and pressed buttons on my Vive controller frantically to make it stop at one point, followed by laughing at
myself for a minute straight. Even though part of my brain knew that I could just close my eyes to make it go away, I had no
control over the reaction. My wife only made it about 2 minutes into the experience before screaming out loud and telling me to
shut it down.

Great work!. Car Mechanic Simulator 2015 - Mercedes-Benz DLC

This is one of there best DLC's released so far, this is licensed DLC with excellent detail both cars are amazing and a must have
for any car enthusiast.

The amount of detail is great inside and out

. Felt like writing a positive review for this game. I had quite some fun with the colorful scenes and the references the game has
to the Diner Dash series. After a couple of levels, obviously you've kind of seen everything gameplay-wise, but I don't hold that
against casual games like this. It had enough variety in it to keep me interested to the end, and I'd recommend it to fans of
hidden object games and\/or Diner Dash.

P.S.: I had no technical issues whatsoever, and tried it on my desktop PC, my own laptop and someone else's laptop..
GAMEPLAY
Cursed Treasures 2 is the sequel/enhancement for the great Cursed Treasure game. On Cursed Treasures 2 you need to defend
your precious gems from getting stolen building powerful towers to defeat the enemies.We have 3 types of towers on the
game:Den,Crypt and the Temple each one with a speciality. Also we have a lot of things that can help us on our quest,like the
super powers and some special bulidings that can give us items like coins for buying new towers. We can use to destroy some
terrain to build new towers too.As the game advances,it gets more challenging with the coming of the bosses,that are very strong
and call reinforcements,so,you will need to think on a strategy and upgrade the towers to the max. You play the game like a
traditional Tower-Defense Game:Using the mouse to make almost everything here,but the game also features some keyboard
shortcuts for you too. The main game has 24 levels,but when you defeat the bosses you unlock the night mode that is the same
level,but you can build only where the light reaches.Also you have a lot of skills and achievements to unlock as you progress in
the game.

GRAPHICS
Cursed Treasure 2 features beautiful and colorful graphics,that can run almost in any computer.

SOUNDTRACK
A great soundtrack that makes the game more addictive than it is.

SUMMARY
Cursed Treasures 2 is a game for people that want a challenging and fun tower defense game to play and also for newbies that
wants to be introduced on this genre too.The game has a lot of explanations to help you and it's also easy to learn. The game also
have a lot of content for it's price and certainly will entertain anyone that buys for a lot of time trying to beat every level with 3
stars.. F1 Race stars is really a kool and entertaining game for a person of any age to play! I would say the game play is easy to
use and the game has plenty of levels to move along in the game!
Enjoy. These wizards will be killed by massive hordes of zombies because they havent graduated from hogwarts yet.. Dyscourse
is a bit unusual as a "decisions matter" style of adventure game because the unofficial tagline should be "MAKE ALL THE
DECISIONS!!!".

You awake from a plane wreck on a remote island and quickly come across a group of survivors. You need to choose "wisely"
to help the group survive, but once you complete the game you gain access to a day rewind option which will allow you to
attempt pushing the story down different branches until you are literally pushing other survivors down branches just to see if
they will fall and die because why not? This really is the main point of the game, and it's fun for a while but I got to a point
where I was satisfied that I'd seen everything I wanted to see. According to the achievements list I've only seen 41% of all
possible story events, but it just seems like it would be punishing to attempt to unlock every minor event. I'd rather put
Dyscourse down while I still feel like it was a refreshingly unique game rather than grind my way through every possible arc just
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so that I can say I saw it all.

6 out of 10, it wasn't a total plane wreck ( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0). pretty fun game, i actually like it. i just
hope more "phone" game comes to Steam (as long there's no PAY2WIN stuff)
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